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when the novel was written,
habiburrahman el shirazy was an active
writer and a famous writer and it is still

popular today. el shirazy has written
more than 10 novels, 8 of which are
bestsellers and have been translated

into indonesian. in this study, el shirazy
has chosen to write a novel that is

based on the novel ketika cinta
bertasbih and he has called it "ketika

cinta bertasbih 1". this is a well-known
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novel in indonesia. in this novel, he
uses many deixis elements such as
person (i, you, he/she), place (here,

there), time (now, later) and social (sir,
madam, etc.) he used them to

represent many different topics. from
the analysis of the novel, it can be seen

that the use of deixis elements is a
very important part of the novel. an

analysis of the novel "ayat-ayat cinta"
by habiburrahman el-shirazy has

revealed the literary-rhetorical purpose
of the novel. the aim of this study was
to evaluate the argument of the author

by assessing the argumentative
elements of the novel "ayat-ayat cinta".
the researcher carried out a study that
analyzed the novel "ayat-ayat cinta" by
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habiburrahman el shirazy. he used a
qualitative research method, and it is

descriptive. the researcher's data
analysis used a thematic analysis, and
the analytical data were grouped based

on the characteristic, form and
function, which were related to the

formulation of the research objectives.
based on the data analysis, this study
found the usage of the personification

of love, the use of time, the use of
place, the use of discourse, and the use

of social. thus, the study established
the rhetorical purpose of the novel

"ayat-ayat cinta".
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in addition to the influence of patas and
kasih, another film that has caused
controversy in the indonesian film

industry is ketika cinta bertasbih itself.
this film is a re-imagining of the much-
loved novel by habiburrahman syirazi.

syirazi was a famous indonesian
novelist who wrote ayat-ayat cinta,
jomblo (the razor), and ajian (the

truth). he was also a pioneer of the
literary genre that was later to become
the basis for the cinema - the screen
novel. syirazi's novel was enormously
popular in the 1950s and 1960s. the

novel is set in a rural area of java and
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deals with the story of an impoverished
farmer who falls in love with a

beautiful, muslim woman. the novel
has been adapted for the big screen

more than once - first in 1966 with ayat-
ayat cinta, and then in 1977 with
mengaku rasul (claiming to be a

prophet). the most recent adaptation
was in 2003 with syahadat cinta

(testimonial of love). in the present
study, we intend to show the literary
significance of the novel ketika cinta
bertasbih 1. in particular, we seek to
analyze how the novel defines the
presence of deixis in the literary
analysis of this novel. deixis is

understood as a grammatical device
that represents the situation in which
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the utterance is spoken. deixis can
refer to both people (i, you, they, we,
he/she) and things (here, that, now,

yesterday, yesterday, tomorrow, later)
or time (now, tomorrow, later).
although, deixis is not the only

grammatical device that is used in
literature, it is a device that is used in
all of the literary works. 5ec8ef588b
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